Programme

10:30 Welcome
by Christopher Patz, ECCJ

10:35 Keynote speech
by Mirtha Vásquez, former Prime Minister of Peru and lawyer-advocate representing communities.

10:45 Panel 1
From words to action: making due diligence truly effective
- Danilo Chammas, human rights lawyer for affected community in Brumadinho, Brazil.
- Belinda Christine Borck, Tony Chocolonely.
- Rachel Davis, Shift.
- Friedel Hütz-Adams, Südwind Institut.

11:30 Panel 2
The green mandate: CSDDD’s role in protecting our planet
- Frederic Hans, NewClimate Institute.
- Benjamin Michel, OECD Centre for Responsible Business Conduct.
- Ceren Yildiz, BUND Germany.
- Tiemo Wölken, European Parliament.

12:15 Panel 3
Guaranteeing Justice: victims’ right to remedy
- Maxwell Atuhura, STOP EACOP activist.
- Sandra Cossart, Sherpa.
- Nicholas Omonuk Okoit, Fridays For Future MAPA.
- Patrycja Pogodzinska, European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights.

12:55 Closure and networking lunch
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